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John E. Dorn 
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Whereas the thermodynamics of stacking Caults has already 
. (1-3) ' . (4 5) . 

been discussed by Suzuki and Flinn, ' several simplitying 

approximations were introduced into their analyses: Suzuki abandoned 
. . . (1 2) . . . . ' .. ' . 
his original formulation • of treating stacking faults as a separate 

phas~ in his third paper,(S) where he employed the concept of a surface 

phenomenon to describe the behavior or the stacking fault; he never• 

theless retained the regular solution approximations. Flinn correctly 

used the concept of surface phenomenon, but he retained the approxi

mation of regular solutions, introduced the simplifying assumption, 

which is not necessarily always correct, that the compositions of the 

stacking fault ditfers only slightly from that of the stable phase, and 

retained the quantity pertaining to _the change 1n stacking tault energy 
:''{ '• 

with the composition of the stacking fault, a quantity that is not 

directly measurable experimentally, 1n his final equations. It is the 

purpose of this article to derive the general conditions for equilibrium 

between a stacking tault and a phase for any binary solid solution 

alloy. The procedure is merely a generalization of that used originally 

by FUnn.<5> 

The free energy, F. of the stable phase, consisting of hA 
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and n8 atoms of types A and B respectively is . 

where N is Avogadro's number, FA and F Bare the free energies per_ 

mole of pure A arid pure B, T is the temperature, and AF { Me.J Tj la 

the free energy of mixing one mole of the alloy which has a composition 

of n
8 

mole fraction of B atoms. peslgnatlng the variables pertalninl_. 

to the faulted region by the prescripts f, we have 

f = {nA · ~ {Tj+ ~sF;; [T] +(~h+ ~a)~ F [1rna. i] 

+( rn + t'n) V ,;- I-r. ..,..JN .. 
A . s N t r L m8 , , , <2> 

where V and t are the molar volume and thickness respectively of the 

faulted real011 and '/ f'\>Js• the free eneray pef unit area of the 

fault.- In effect, Equation 2 merely defines . 'f { m
0 

) Tj as the 

excess free-surface energy of the faulted region above that of a solution 

of the stable phase of the same composition as the fault. All extrane•' 

oua etfects8 such as strain energy, etc., are. of course, incorporated 

tn '(- [fma ' 7} ." 
At high temperatures where diffusion is sufficiently rapid, 

equilibrium will be established. As shown by Cottrell~6) when the 

stacking fault ribbon is due to the decomposition of dislocations into 

their Shockley partials, the partials will acquire a greater separation 
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during th.ia stage due to a decrea.se in the stacLdng fault energy. We 

assume hera that equilibrium has been so eotablinhed nnd consider 

now an lnflntesimal virtual transfer or atortlB. holding the stacldng 

fault volume and the total number. of A and D atoms in the system 

constant. For such a virtual change at equUibdum lP a 0. Wa let 

SnA=-Sn;c5+'n~::Sn) Sn8::8Jt and s+,e =- S'n' 
where S Y\ is the numb<Jr of A atoms trannferred from 

c) 

the stable phase to the faulted region. 

Therefore, 

and consequently the ~.~quilibdum condition is Given. by 

- (3) 

potentiah;; !n•.rol\rcd i.u F~quation 3 a.:;; (olb•.v::;: 
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(4b) 
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Adding Equations 4, equating to zero, and introducing the fact that 

~ Y>1a /d n'l> - d 11\o/d 11A =- , I;( YlA + n13) gives 

the equilibrium condition that 

This equation reduces to that derived by Flinn when his 

simplifying conditions are introduced. It permits the evaluation ot 

the equilibrium composition of the stacking fault ~h\ 13 =: f.m6 [ ri18J T} 
when AF fmaJTJ and 't·[·+rn6 ) T] are known. 

Whereas AF { tr1 6 1T] can be obtained from standard 

thermodynamic data on alloy systems, 'f{Ffr7i3J 7j is not 

directly obtainable from experiments, under the necessary conditions 

for equilibrium. When '/- is determined at sufficiently high temper• 

aturea to assure equilibrium, either by measuring the separation or 

the partial dislocations(7) or by employing Whelan's(B) nodal technique, 

'} is measured as a function of the alloy composition }1'}
8 

and the 

temperature T. We, therefore, must express Equation 5 in terms of 

measurable quantities, namely 
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It is now possible to deterrriiile under equilibrium conditions 

as a function of Wl B and T. To illustrate. we let the distribution 

coefficient be given by 0~ - ~ ~ r.a/ but admit that k is not 1'i - 1;;1 »1 f!> 

a constant •. Then 

( ~ ~ F h"e lT] ) , 

\ ~ W\s ~t?a 

·(· ~ Af f~o )T] 
~m~ 

V ( ~·'f·)· ·· ... l· I· ·. 
=- - . dk 

t . ~ ~~ m .J +tn8 -
a ~me 

(7) 

The appropriate equilibrium value of k. which can be determined 

graphically. is that whic.h satis!ies Equation 7, all other quantities 

having been determined experimentally. Equation 7 is not restricted 

to stacking faults only; ll is generally valid tor all surface phenomena. 
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